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PAINTING THE SER 

Foreword 
Despite historical photos, the past is in colour 

Plenty of modellers have for years been painting vehicles and structures belonging to the 
South Eastern and Chatham and Southern Railways. I am one of them. Organising all my 65 
years-worth of paint tins tubes and jars recently, I was struck by how relatively narrow the 
colour range was. I am not an artist, but the word describing an artist’s preferred choice of 
colours, ‘palette’, came to mind. My predominant colours are orange and green, plus black 
and white, and there is a simple reason for this: from 1842 to 1961 in the area covered by the 
SE&CR, green locomotives pulled trains of predominantly brown wagons and crimson or 
green coaches through the green landscape of south-east England. 

Not only vehicles. Until the 1920s, the main source of ballast was shingle. If we could take a 
time-traveller’s balloon over the area, we would see ribbons of orange threading through the 
green landscape. The tops of trains passing along the orange strips would be weathered 
white, except where open wagons had been covered by black sheets. 

If we time-travellers could land and join the train-travellers on platforms, at the same time 
changing from wide-angle view to close-up, we would be struck by the colour of people’s 
clothes, the polished brasswork of locomotives, and the bright lining and lettering of 
carriages. Looking further around, we would be struck by the different co-existing styles of 
coloured lettering, and, if we were there from around 1890, bright coloured enamel 
advertisements,  

Architecturally, brickwork was largely red-orange, with grey roofs of slate or corrugated iron. 
Wooden structures were a stone colour (very pale orange) picked out with brown doors and 
windows, at least until the Southern Railway changed brown for green. Metal structures were 
brown, later overpainted crimson and then green.  

There were exceptions, of course. The purpose of this series of books on painting the SER is 
to detail them, and for that we must use black and white photos as an important source, but 
the reader should not lose sight of the colour that caught the eye then and does on models 
today. For this reason, at the end of each section there is an illustrated discussion on what 
might have been the original colours and how we can easily mix them today. 

Dan Garrett, Weald, 29.6.20 
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Part 1 – Painting SER Locomotives 1842-1878 
Preamble 

There is an amazing continuity in the use of green paint for steam locomotive body colour all 
across the British Isles. There are flirtations, some brief some long-lived, with black, and 
while these have been longer-lasting on freight locomotives, passenger locomotives remain 
largely faithful to green. 

The same is true of the railways originating with the South Eastern in Kent and parts of 
Surrey and Sussex. Their locomotives were largely green from 1842 to until Nationalisation, 
and it continued even then on express classes. There were different greens, and what they 
were is dealt with at the end of this Chapter. Lovers of the Stirling period on the SER and of 
the LCDR will object to this blanket statement, but the black interregnums lasted a mere 10 
or 11 years on the SER and double that on the LCDR. 

Not only were locomotives green, but their bodies and boilers were separated into panels by 
black edging and these were finelined pale on Cudworth locomotives. The first decade or so 
of the SE&CR saw this replaced with a flamboyant lining in three colours, but the black and 
white returned with the Southern Railway. 

BEFORE ASHFORD  

The SER began operating trains in 1842 with locomotives bought from various commercial 
manufacturers including Sharps and Bury. The works at Ashford only started turning out new 
locomotives 11 years later. Our knowledge of the 1840s locomotives is complicated by the 
formation of a Joint Committee, which also incorporated the forerunners of the LB&SCR, and 
was intended to mitigate the problems of shared running lines by operating pooled stock. 

For a full description of the multiple locomotive types and their numbering, by far the most 
detailed account is to be found in Don Bradley’s Locomotive History of the SER (1).   

The first train to arrive at Ashford on 28 November 1842 was drawn by a Sharp single, 
Harold, later SER No.20 which was painted “dark green with red-brown underframes. It 
boasted a tall bell-mouthed chimney with a deep copper top, together with a huge polished 
brass dome. (2) 

We are fortunate that there is a contemporary 
pictorial source, a watercolour (on a pencil and ink 
drawing) by George Childs, Train at Shakespeare 
Cliff Dover 1850. (A number of similar works by 
Childs are out of copyright and can be found online.) 
This one was originally the property of British 
Railways and an image can be viewed online at the 
Science and Society Picture Library, using the search 
reference number 10283830. 

The picture has frequently been copied in black and 
white in various publications, e.g. OS Nock’s History 
of the SECR. It shows a train of six 4-wheel carriages 
behind a 2-2-2 single with a four wheel tender. The 
enlargement opposite is approximately twice actual 
size. Clearly this is a standard Sharps locomotive and 
similar to Harold. 
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The next source, the colour plate below, was copied for me by a SECSoc member who 
owned a rare print edition of The First Railway in London by Alfred Rosling Bennett (3). It 
shows one of the SER's Sharp Roberts 2-2-2s (No.13, Vortimer, entering service in 1844) 
and it will be easy for modellers to make out the main elements of the painting style. It’s an 
important source, now available online, but we should remember that it was not painted until 
the early 1900s, based on people’s memories as interpreted by an artist. 

There are significant differences from the Childs painting. This artist (with an undecipherable 
signature) has added a spectacle plate, which all later SER locos had. There is evidence 
(see the section on the early 118 class) that they were also fitted to the Sharps singles. (They 
would be necessary as speeds increased. He has omitted the brass cladding ring between 
boiler and smokebox and the one around the rear of the firebox. His safety valve is a different 
pattern which can be found in some photos of later locomotives and he has given it a brass 
base where the Childs base is boiler colour. The axleboxes are shown as brass whereas 
those in the Childs are either a dark colour or in shadow. (I discuss brasswork in more detail 
in a subsequent section on Cudworth). On the other hand both Childs and the Vortimer artist 
have shown the dome on a square base which is brass. (Apparently the similar box on some 
early LBSCR locos was painted.) 

It's reasonable to conclude that as well as memories, the artist had access to later photos 
which can be found further on in this document. 

The smokebox and chimney are a black as they are probably intended to be in the Childs 
painting where the splash of light colour on the smokebox is probably intended to be a 
highlight.  

Other details in the Vortimer painting are probably based on written sources, in particular 
Rosling Bennett, “The dome, safety valve pillars and splashers were of polished brass, as 
were likewise the oil reservoir on the front of the boiler, the tubes leading down from the front 
of it and the bands at the front and rear of the firebox. All this bright metalwork, together with 
the green boilers and the dark red frames, made them excessively pretty engines and when 
newly painted and polished they looked as though just taken out of a band-box.” Born in 
1850, he is recalling his schooldays and perhaps also quoting an older person’s memories. 
However, he also notes that No.105 had a black cap to the chimney, which may be the case 
with the Childs, and the number in brass numerals on the front. No.105 remained in service 
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until c1862 when it was replaced by a 118 class 2-4-0. It is possible that many early 
locomotives had a copper cap which wore out and was replaced by iron around, say, 1850. 

As for the shade of green, Vortimer’s painter seems to have followed the newspaper 
accounts of a dark green. It is unfortunate that the light in the Childs painting, coming from a 
southerly direction, means that the train is largely in shade. Readers will make their own 
minds up, but to my eye, it is intended to suggest quite a bright green, not as dark as 
Vortimer. 

We should bear in mind that what we are seeing in these two pictures and what Bennett 
described, although running on the SER, probably reflects a prolific maker’s normal painting 
style, and was copied by other manufacturers. We should not assume that this is how the 
SER painted its own locomotives. The same seems to be true of a couple of locomotives by 
Bodmer in dark blue with red and white lining, and Bury locomotives in that company’s 
standard Indian Red. How long they carried that colour is impossible to know. 

Before leaving Vortimer, we should note that what could appear to be white fine-lining around 
the wheels is – in extreme closeup – an attempt to show the flanges). Similarly the outside 
frame has a fine line along its lower edge which shows up as orange, but this may be the 
result of the red-brown bleeding into white. 
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The next colour sources are two plates in Rosling Bennett’s Historic Locomotives (4). Again, 
we should remember that his colours rely on people’s memories and written sources. 

 
In the first, these two long-boiler Cramptons are mechanically similar with what I believe is 
Gooch valve gear, but they appear noticeably different because of the variation between 
splasher and side plates, between short coke and haycock fireboxes, and the dome or its 
absence. All of these features will attract modellers who like variety. They are dimensionally 
different, and No.85 was built by Tulk and Ley at their Lowca works, Workington, possibly in 
1847. It arrived on the SER in 1849. Bradley seems to have lost track of it as it was soon 
rebuilt. 

No.92 was ordered by the SER from Nasmyth Gaskell of Manchester as a long-boiler 2-2-2 
and delivered in 1846. It was rebuilt to a Crampton 2+2-2-0 in 1848, as seen in the painting. 
Bradley appears to have found no record of which works converted it although Crampton 
oversaw the modifications. 

Note that Twining has painted the Crampton buffer beam a brighter red than the frame 
colour, a vermilion possibly. The buffers are intended to show the hooped and padded type 
seen on early carriages. They would only been a safety precaution, and I would assume that 
the tender buffers being in contact with carriages would be heavier duty, probably patent 
independent ones. The boiler bands are shown as black with white lines either side, and this 
may rely on later sources. 

The second print in Historic Locomotives is of Folkstone Class No.137. Although the 
colouring depends on written sources or memories, for the lining out Twining must have had 
access to the two photos reproduced here after the colour painting. (In the 19th Century, the 
port of Folkestone was spelt without the middle e.) 
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The Folkstone Class 

 
The new Ashford works had yet to have the facilities for turning out locomotives, and the 
class were ordered in 1850 from Robert Stephenson & Co. They were a modified long-boiler 
design, with outside frames and inside cylinders acting on a jack-shaft according to an 1849 
Crampton patent. No.136 was ready in time to be on a stand (without tender) at the 1851 
Great Exhibition. The class were successful fast runners and lasted two decades before 
being converted to 2-4-0s. It is easy to confuse photos of the rebuilds with the very similar 
118 class. 

Given that Twining’s paintings are based on a variety of sources, we can say that the 
paintings are consistent in themselves, but unsurprisingly they have some marked 
differences from the painting of Vortimer. 

While the green paint colour is not very different, the frames are lighter, referencing a verbal 
source that they were Venetian Red. Searching that colour online today throws up various 
written descriptions and colour swatches that are rather inconsistent to say the least. Some 
closely match the colour on Vortimer, while the long-established company Craig and Rose 
(“since 1829”) currently sells a Venetian Red which looks very close to Twining’s when 
viewed alongside it on the computer screen. As with the Crampton buffer beam Twining has 
painted the independent patent buffer stocks on Folkestone a brighter red than the frame 
colour, a vermilion possibly. 

The lining is considerably more complicated with decorative panels consisting of parallel pale 
lines having scalloped corners and black infill. Some of what might be taken to be white lining 
appears when zoomed in to be highlighting of edges to make shapes clearer. 
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No.136 was on view at the Great Exhibition of 1851 in the Crystal Palace, named Folkstone. 
A photo taken there contradicts some aspects of Twining’s painting of No.137 and confirms 
others. It’s a difficult photo to interpret, being taken against the light, and I have reduced the 
contrast by 10% in this copy. 

The panel decoration of a scalloped rectangle of black approximately 1 ½” wide is finelined 
¼” and confirms Twining, as do the finelined boiler bands. The side sheet has a fine pale line 
¼” wide, approximately ¾” inside its edges. Twining has omitted this, perhaps because of the 
difficulty of painting it this narrow. (Note that his pale fine-lining is also ‘overscale’.) The 
jackshaft crank cover probably has a fine black edging omitted by Twining, but both he and 
the photo agree on its fine pale line. Moving down to the outside frame, even on high zoom, 
there is no visible fine line around its edge as painted by Twining. 

After this, an analysis has difficulties. The developer has done their best to compensate for 
flare, probably exposing the left half of the print rather less than the right half. As a result, it’s 
impossible to distinguish between what is polished paintwork and what is bright metalwork, 
except for the forged steel coupling rod between jackshaft and driving wheel crank. 

Was the chimney top copper, or painted black? The former seems likely for an exhibit in such 
a prestigious location, but it doesn’t look it. If it were copper, then should the similarly dark 
carrying wheel axleboxes be brass, as Twining painted them? There are plenty of 
reproductions of tinted lithographs of the Great Exhibition but I know of none which throw any 
light on the dilemma. 

We can perhaps be a little more certain concerning 
the two plaques. The plaque attached to the side of 
the boiler is probably an identifier for the Exhibition. 
Zoomed it can be read. The name is in a hybrid 
lettering between a Roman face and what was then 
called the Etruscan style. The plaque may be in 
enamel on metal. 
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What we might expect to be the 
number-plate on the side-plate is not, 
as can be seen in the zoom on the 
right. 

Modellers are accustomed to oval 
plaques being brass. However, later 
evidence will show that some earlier 
number-plates were pasteboard in a 
glass-fronted case. This may well be 
what we are seeing here, and the case 
might be the source of the oval 
shadow. If it is pasteboard, then it 
would be relatively easy to draw the 
lettering (note the serifed script of 
“SOUTH EASTERN RAILWAY”) and 
print it to a modelling scale. 

We should remember that Folkstone was one of a batch of ten, numbered 134-143. When it 
returned to service from the Exhibition it had the running number 136, as can be seen in a 
later photo which seems more appropriate in the section on Cudworth’s painting styles. 

The Folkstone Class locomotives had a wonderful history. Except for No.142 which had been 
used for firebox experiments, they were rebuilt by to 2-4-0s by Cudworth between 1868 and 
1869, and reboilered by Stirling between 1879 and 1881. 

What is interesting in this post-1880 photo of No.140 is how little the tender seems to have 
changed with its four heavily rivetted panels, independent straight-sided stocks and (wooden 
padded?) thick heads. (This may be a clue to the tender buffers on the Cramptons.) 
Something we cannot know from any other source is that the rear has two panels each 
separately decorated and the enlargement below shows the pale lining taken around the 
number-plate. 

 
The enlargements overleaf repeat a conundrum asked later in conjunction with the later 
Cudworths, were the scalloped decorations infilled black or not? The right-hand rear panel 
suggests yes, the other panels no.  If the latter were correct, then the black infill of the 
Exhibition photo of No.137 may have been purely for the sake of making the locomotive more 
attractive for the general public. 
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As for the locomotive, the reader should compare this with the rebuilt 118s (E1s) dealt with 
much later on. Without the tender and the number-plate, we might easily identify this as an 
E1. I would love to know if the valve gear had been updated… 

General details of pre-Ashford locomotives 

The Folkstones were far from the only locomotives, and from other sources, we can add a 
number of details. 

The large letters SER were painted 
in yellow on the back of locomotive 
tenders (A.R. Bennett, London’s 
First Railway), confirmed by a 
woodcut in the SER Guidebook (5) 
of a long-boiler locomotive with short 
tender, possibly 4-wheel, at Redhill, 
shown opposite.  Note serifed letters 
and full stops.) The rear of a tender painted in 1865 (see section on Cudworth Goods) shows 
that the lettering was gone by that date, but how much earlier we do not know. 

A woodcut of what appears to be a Folkstone class at Canterbury has S E (serifed, no full 
stops) on the front buffer-beam, and given the two rivetted panels at the rear of the Folkstone 
tenders, we may suppose that the letters S E were placed one in each. A front view of a 
Bulldog at Folkestone looks similar. Maybe there should be an R but the woodcutter played 
safe, or maybe it was a better symmetry without the R, which is hardly necessary in 
distinguishing South Eastern locomotives from the Brighton’s. Modellers should use their 
judgement, based on the above considerations. 
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The poor quality of these tiny woodcuts means that it is perfectly possible that all SER 
locomotives had their numbers on the front of the chimney at least until c1850. Their absence 
in all known representations of the Folkstone class suggests that the practice was 
discontinued from 1851 but may have been superseded by painted numbers on the front 
buffer beam for a while. 

Collated from a variety of sources, here is a useful list of specifics: 

• Bennett recalls that the majority of locomotives had copper-capped chimneys, but 
adds that Nos. 1, 3, 4, 45, 50, 54 & 61 had black chimney caps and that No.54 had an 
ornamental cast-iron dome cover painted green.   

• Bennett again: “As a rule, splashers were trimmed with brass, but Nos. 3 & 4 had 
black splashers.” 

• The Cramptons Nos 72-5 had bright brass domes and fluted safety valve pillars. 

• Forrester 2-4-0s had green domes.  “The only bright brass work about them were the 
splashers, safety valve casing and firebox ring.” 

• Stephenson single No.44, rebuilt 1847, was green with a copper capped chimney and 
brass numerals 

• All SER engines with Haycock fireboxes or with Gothic domes had the cladding 
brought to the mouth of the safety valves, leaving only a brass ring visible at the top. 
(See the later Cudworth section for ‘upside down megaphone safety valves’.) 

• The Nasmyth singles when rebuilt to well tanks, “Swallowtails”, for the North Kent line, 
had the maker’s name and town on brass plates at the top of the black splashers. 
Their number was on the front of the buffer beam and SER on the back of the bunker. 

• Locomotives on the London to Greenwich Railway were brown but repainted green 
after 1848 when it was taken over by the SER. 

 

Painting Summary 1842-1851 

We really have no alternative but to trust the colour paintings reproduced earlier. I suggest 
following Vortimer for locos running on the SER before, say, 1847. For the few ‘gap’ years 
between say 1847 and 1851, I would follow what I see in the Crampton painting. The 
Folkstone class painting and lining may be a kind of intermediate between the Cramptons 
and the locomotives turned out from Ashford after 1851. 

The majority of locomotives working the SER from London to Dover were in a type of green 
discussed in the 3rd Locomotive Painting pdf. Boiler bands were probably black edged white, 
while side plates and tender panels might be finelined in white or a pale colour just inside the 
edges. Outside frames and footplate valances were a red-brown, edged with a white or pale 
coloured fine line. Smokeboxes, tender tops, running plate tops were black. 

Numerals were cut from brass and fixed high on the front of chimneys in many instances. 
Most chimneys had a copper top. The letters S E, possibly S E R, were painted, probably in 
black on the front red buffer beam, either side of the drawhook. The letters S E R were 
painted in yellow, quite large, on the rear plate of tenders and bunkers. 

From c1850, locomotives began to be painted in a forerunner of the style used on Ashford-
built Cudworth locomotives until c1899. The differences are relatively small, and the 
continuity is obvious. 
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A BRIEF DIGRESSION ON CONSTRUCTION 

Over the years it has become clear to me, particularly from modelling attempts, that it’s not 
possible fully to understand the placing of paint and lines without a knowledge of construction 
methods. 

In the first decades of the SER, there were no hydraulic rivetters, spot-welding tools and only 
cumbersome hand grinding-wheels. Locomotives and tenders were formed from rolled iron 
plates cut with cold chisels in the machine shop and joined with hand-forged rivets. It was a 
two-man job at least, with more men holding the plates in place. A close look at photos 
shows how axle-box horn-guides were rivetted on the outside of the frame-plate. For very 
long frame-plates, the guides were sometimes used to hold two sections butted together. 
Similarly, tender water tanks were built up from rectangles of iron joined by narrow vertical 
lapping plates.  

Where plates had to be at right-angles, they were joined with angle iron, drilled along both 
sides and rivetted. Again, this can be seen in zoomed photos looking for example, at the 
tender water-tank side plates joining the running plate (which often forms the floor of the tank, 
and the locomotive side-plate joining the footplate. The following drawing shows these 
methods schematically. The tender side panels and flare are unshaded and the lap plates in 
dark grey. The hemi-spherical rivet-heads are half-shaded, because this is how they often 
look in photos, with light catching the upper part, the lower in shade. 

IIn 
the next diagram I have applied what I can see in the Vortimer painting to the schematic. The 
dark grey should be read as black 

 

Next, what I see in Twining’s Folkstone painting: 
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Note 1: The green colours in both schematics are not intended as suggestions for the actual 
shade, nor the numbers and positions of rivets. 

Note 2: In the Folkstone schematic the lighter green relates to Twining’s use of high-lighting 
to show how the tender lap plates stand proud of the side panels. I’m sure that Twining 
intends his green to show a single colour on the locomotive. Generally, he hasn’t tried to 
represent the rivet heads, but traces can be seen, perhaps from the underlying line drawing. 

Below I have drawn an equivalent for the frames. The reason for keeping them separate from 
the bodies of locomotive and tender is that they seem to remain the same up to the 1860s 
even if the bodies change. 

Note 1: The heavy black lines represent the steps and edges of cross-members. The thinner 
vertical black lines indicate how the hornblock frames are separate from the main frames. 
(They are bolted or rivetted on top of them or act as lap plates.) 

Note 2:  The shapes of hornblock frames are from the Dover Mail (to economise my effort), 
but they are different for different locomotive designs, and the lining should be amended 
appropriately, with reference to photos for safety. 

Note 3:  The axleboxes are shown covered in thin brass sheeting, as in the Vortimer painting, 
but not in Twining’s Folkstone painting. 

It is worth pointing out that early locomotives across the British Isles seem to have had 
relatively simple lining. By the 1870s it gets more complicated with several parallel lines or 
bands, with more colour as can be seen in the useful colour encyclopaedias compiled by 
O.S. Nock (6). 
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THE CUDWORTH ERA 

I shall start by continuing the story of the Folkstone class painting before going on to discuss 
all of Cudworth’s and Mansell’s different classes. 

A photo of No.136 exists from when it returned to work from the Exhibition.  

A more conventional number-plate has been fixed to the boiler cladding, while the side plate 
inscription has been retained. Interpreting this print also has its problems as it seems to 
shade dark at the sides. Whether the chimney top and locomotive axle-boxes are polished 
metal is again in doubt. (Note how the tender axle-boxes are much lighter yet would have 
been the same as the locomotive’s.)  

The scalloped panel decorations can be made out. In high zoom, the space between the 
lines appears the same grey as outside them, and therefore do not confirm Twining’s black 
infill. As for the locomotive side panel finelined black edging may still exist, but without the 
prior information of the Exhibition photo, it could be argued that the top black is the shadow 
thrown by top handrail, and that the bottom “white” is the sun highlighting the top of the long 
angle iron connector. On the tender, I can see no evidence of the pale lining Twining has 
placed around the top flares. I would have every sympathy with a modeller who, wanting both 
consistency and to simplify the paint job, omits the edging and only applies the scalloped 
rectangles. 

Before moving on to the Cudworth era, it is worth reprinting, again from Rosling Bennett: 

“The ‘Folkstone’ Cramptons had the numbers in large brass figures on the boilers. The 
Sharp Roberts ‘big singles’ of 1851 “and the 185 class” “had brass numbers on the 
‘fenders’ – or side-plates.” 

Note that if we only had the written description for the Folkstone class, we might assume that 
the numbers were brass cut-outs similar to those used on chimneys of other early classes. In 
fact, the photo shows a conventional number-plate, probably cast in brass. The depth of the 
photographic grey may suggest it was backgrounded black not red. 

The ‘big singles’ reference is to the first batch of Little Mails with 6ft driving wheels 
(previously Sharp singles had been 5ft 6in). The second reference is to 2-4-0s by Vulcan 
supplied in 1860 and collated by Bradley with the 118 class begun in 1859. The photos we 
have of these locomotives all show them with cast brass number-plates on the cab side 
sheets. Whether this was so when they were built is an open question. 
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The Little Mails 

The batch of Little Mails from Sharp Brothers were supplied in 1851. Two can be seen in 
photos which date from the second half of the 1860s, 15 years or so later. 

 

 
They are near identical except for the stovepipe chimney and the extra toolbox on No.147’s 
tender. 

Obvious features are the double brass half-rings around the driving wheel, the brass 
‘megaphone’ safety valve cover and what appears to be a brass cladding ring holding the 
rear boiler cladding sheet to the back-head. There is no brass ring against the smokebox. I 
think the top to No.149’s built-up chimney is likely to be copper, as copper often looks quite 
dark when modelled, photographed and turned into grey-scale.  

There is a problem for modellers in that Don Bradley states that the Sharp batch were 
domeless when supplied. He gives no source, but the position of a reference to the same 
photo of No.149 (in the 1st Edition, omitted in the 2nd) directly after the statement suggests 
the photo is the source. Only six years after Vortimer it seems more likely to me that they had 
the signature Sharp dome. Four years later, Ashford turned out four more Little Mails which 
were, more or less, copies of the Sharps. They had some mechanical differences but, 
according to Bradley – possibly quoting the Ashford boiler register or possibly relying on the 
photo below – they had domes. 
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Assuming that Bradley is correct on reboilering – he consulted the Boiler Register in the 
National Archive – then members of the Sharp batch were reboilered between 1865 and 
1868, with Nos.147 and 149 in June 1866 and No.36 in 1871. In all three photos some of the 
same workers and enginemen can be seen, as well as the patient dog, so they were all taken 
at the same time.  

A comparison of No.36 and Vortimer shows many similarities and it’s a reasonable 
assumption that all the Little Mails looked like No. 36 until reboilering. If readers delete in 
their mind’s eye the later boilers from Nos.147 and 149 they will see the similarities.  
Rosling Bennett states that, “The Sharp Brothers big singles of 1851 had brass number 
plates on the tenders. Two or three of them had brass numbers on the front of the chimney.” 
It is impossible to know how reliable these statements are as his eye-witness (if such) may 
have been referring to the Vortimer type of Sharps. Tender brass number plates became 
standard, and would almost certainly have been carried on the rear, but from what date we 
cannot know. 

Turning to lining, we can see that it is similar to the Folkstone class with scalloped 
rectangular decoration and fine-lined edging only on the locomotive side-plate. However, 
No.36 is not identical. The photo is the best print I know (in sharper focus, and with a slight 
lint blemish rather than a black splodge on the tender). In high zoom, it is similar to the 
Twining painting, except that it has no black edging or infill, either on body or frames, nor are 
the tender flairs lined.  

I therefore offer another schematic which I shall name Early Ashford : 

 
Note:  The process of drawing these Schematics in CAD and converting them to jpegs results 
in the lining appearing to be of different thicknesses. It should be read as identical unless 
photos prove otherwise. Scaling suggests they might be between ½” and ¾” thick. 
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This Schematic will be seen on other early Ashford builds. The reboilered No.149 probably 
has the black infill and edging that is usually described as Cudworth’s style. I shall return to 
this later. No.147’s paintwork is more worn and it’s debatable as to the style.  

My opinion is that the Early Ashford Schematic shows how the lining of Ashford-built 
locomotives looked after 1850 for up to two decades. The boiler bands were probably 
similarly green, edged pale, which may be white. Photos of other locomotives where we can 
be reasonably sure of the date confirm this supposition. We can speculate that those 
locomotives considerably modified by the SER before 1850 might also have been painted in 
this fashion. However, locomotives built by Stephenson appear to have had the scalloped 
pale parallel lines infilled black. 

I have shown the number in yellow and, with the yellow oval, this is intended to represent a 
cast brass numberplate. The infill is shown red but may well have been black, and there are 
other types of numberplate, dealt with later on. 

The maker’s plate is on the outside frame above the driving 
wheel axlebox. Fine-lining it on a model will not be easy but 
the lettering is clear enough for an etch to be created. 

I am not aware of this plate on other SER locomotives. 

The wheels have a double pale line around their 
circumference, but the locomotive has been in service a 
while as the tyres are worn down to the outer line. The evident fine line around the lower 
edge of the outside locomotive frame is close to its edge, but appears to have been chalked 
on in places, unless this is retouching on the photo which has had the background cropped 
out (including the brim of the hat belonging to the chap leaning on the buffer beam).  

Brass cladding rings separate each end of the boiler from the firebox and the smokebox. 
Both feature on many later Cudworths. The sandbox under the brass dome is finelined, and 
probably body colour (green). The brass decoration around the driving wheel cover is 
different from the Sharp batch. As for the chimney top being copper, the same note applies 
as to that for the Sharp photo. 

 

The Hastings class 

The first locomotives completed at Ashford were the Hastings class 2-4-0s entering service 
during 1854 (a year before the Ashford Little Mails). They were long-boiler locomotives based 
on Stephenson designs, with an overhanging firebox behind the rear driving wheels. 

 
In high zoom, the lining appears to have no black infill and follows the Early Ashford 
Schematic. In this photo there is no evidence of numbering, either on the boiler or on the side 
sheet. (It’s a very blotchy print.) 
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Features not previously mentioned are the cylindrical sandboxes in front of the driving wheel 
covers and the compensation beams. Both are clearly edged black and fine-lined, so it would 
seem obvious that their main colour is green to match the main body colour.  

There is virtually no difference in the depth of photographic grey between body and outside 
frames, which might suggest a continuation of the Venetian red. There is clearly visible fine-
lining around the frame’s lower edge which is taken up around the axleboxes, as with the 
Little Mails. This tends to confirm Twining’s Folkstone painting so far as this point is 
concerned. 

The driving wheels clearly have a double line around the rims and what appears to be a 
single line down the spokes, something that Ashford continued. 

The brasswork is very obvious: the dome, the front face of the driving wheel covers, and the 
cladding ring between the short coke firebox and boiler, and again between boiler and 
smokebox. These are all features we shall see repeated in later Cudworth classes. For 
further modelling details, such as painting the boiler bands and spectacle plate, we would 
need to rely on photos of later classes. 

I am interested by the black stove-pipe chimney. This is probably 
a cost-cutting measure because the Locomotive Committee were 
breathing down Cudworth’s neck, these being his first 
locomotives. However, it makes me wonder how common they 
might have been prior to 1850. Certainly, they crop up again on 
some Ashford locomotives. 

The photo on the right is a detail from a much larger photo of 
Tonbridge East Yard dated as 1871. It is the earliest locomotive 
to have its rear photographed well enough to make out detail. 
The scalloped decoration is obvious, but even at this date it 
appears to follow the Early Ashford Schematic, since high zoom 
does not show black infill. Tantalisingly, it leaves us with a 
question. Were the Hastings class the first not to have “S E R” on 
the tender rear, or was the cast brass number-plate added later in the locomotive’s 17-year 
lifespan? Rosling Bennett mentions the rear number plate on the Hastings class, but it’s very 
likely that he too knew this photograph. 

 

 

The Little Sharps 

When the 1840s Sharp singles were no longer useful, Ashford rebuilt them between 1855 
and 1856. The trailing wheels were replaced by coupled driving wheels, making them 2-4-0s, 
and a hotchpotch of salvaged parts were used including some recycled 4-wheel tenders. 
Bradley calls them ‘attractive’ but they must also have proved their worth on stopping 
passenger trains as they all lasted 25 years or more with reboilering after 15. 
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A comparison of this photo of No.19 with Vortimer shows that “F.Moore” must have been 
aware of this photo (the company employing artists under this name also owned the print). 
The brightwork is identical, as is the tender, and we may speculate as to whether the artist 
misinterpreted the rear safety valve profile and its square base in the photo. Of interest is the 
position of the safety valve spring balances in front of the spectacle plate which originally had 
a reverse curve profile seen on other early locomotive, but now filled to create a rectangular 
profile with rounded top corners seen on later Cudworths. 

High zoom shows that the double pale lines on tender and side-plate are not infilled black, 
and thus conform to the Early Ashford Schematic. 

It is well worth comparing No.19 with No.70 (the only other known Little Sharps photo): 

 
There are same brasswork features (but a later dome and safety valve). In both photos, the 
whole of the coupling rod and cranks are polished (also the weigh-shaft crank). The lining is 
definitely Early Ashford Schematic. Like the Ashford Little Mails, there is no evidence of black 
edging around steps and tender frame cutouts. The knob at the front of the smokebox is 
evidence for the short horizontal handrail that accompanies the horizontally hinged 
smokebox. As this locomotive was reboilered in 1870, the photo must be earlier. 
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The 118 Class 

At this time, the mid1850s, the SER’s locomotive stock was becoming unfit for the increased 
traffic and while Ashford was engrossed in turning out goods locomotives, E.B. Wilson was 
contracted to supply six 2-4-0s for local passenger services. Two of them can be seen in 
photos to have their number on the buffer beam in serifed style. There is no evidence that 
any other SER locomotives ever had this feature. Even those that were incorporated into the 
SECR seem not to have had it, even though the Wainwright locomotives did.   

(Note that the E.B. Wilson photos show them with brass domes, although Bradley suggested 
they had Wilson’s signature “Corinthian” style. He also states they had copper-topped 
chimneys, and that may or may not have been the case.) 

The E.B.Wilsons were the template for the large number of SER 2-4-0s grouped as the “118” 
class and used across the system on all but the top passenger services.  

 

No.30 was one of the earliest built of which we have a photo. It entered service in 1860, 
Ignore the “cab”: this was an experiment carried out on a number of locomotives, including a 
large Mail, because the tiny spectacle plate seen in photos of the previous classes must have 
been found inadequate. (Bradley seems to suggest that the experiment was carried out by 
Mansell in the late 1870s, but my research points to a date at least a decade earlier.) On 
crew comfort, note that there is a rectangular plate fixed at right-angles to the front of the 
locomotive side plate, presumably to cut down draughts, or the drawing-in of steam from the 
drain cocks. It does not have scalloped decoration. 

All the brightwork features we have come to expect are there (along with the ambiguous 
copper cap): rear safety valve cover, dome and cladding rings. The front driving wheel has a 
single wide brass arc. The axleboxes may well be covered in thin polished brass, and the 
wedging ends of the coupling rod are polished steel. Note that the main length of the coupling 
rod is painted, presumably frame colour, unlike the Little Sharps. 
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As for the scalloped fine-lining, the photo appears to indicate that by now they are infilled 
black. In high zoom, I consider there is no black infill between the fine lines on either side of 
the tender panel joining-plates. Nor do I consider there to be black between the locomotive 
side panel edge and the outer (non-scalloped) fine line when zoomed. In other words, the 
Folkestone Schematic applies. Of course, the lift of the outside frame and its corresponding 
footplate over the rear crank has required the lining painter to adjust. It would not be possible 
to put a black surround and fine line in a complete oval around the number-plate (as with the 
Little Mails) without an ugly clash, and the painter has found a neat and aesthetic solution. 
This is better seen in the following broadside shot of No.230 (Dubs 1866). 

 

No.230 was built by Dubs and entered service in November 1866, six years after the first 
Ashford batch. The photo from which this detail is enlarged shows the locomotive on 
Tonbridge turntable, probably in the second half of the 1860s. (The spectacle plate has yet to 
have side returns fitted and there is a woman in a flounced skirt in a wider print who shows 
up in a photo of workmen and wives probably taken at the same time as the patient dog trio.) 
In higher zoom, the locomotive side plate continues to appear to have black infill to the 
scalloped decoration, but none at the edges, and probably not at all on the tender. In other 
words, this 118 Schematic  is slightly modified Early Ashford. 
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There were, however, variants on this lining as used on 118s with domed Cudworth boilers 
and fireboxes. No.130 was built at Ashford in 1863, and by the time of this photo (c.1875?) 
has had the cab side-returns fitted. 

 No.246 was built by Dubs & Co. in 1874. 

 
No.252 is one of the E.B.Wilsons, which, from a lining point of view, is effectively a 118. 

 
No.222 (not shown here) entered service in December 1866 (Don Bradley), built by Vulcan. 
The existing works photograph could possibly show another variant. Unfortunately, it is 
probably inadmissible evidence as it’s mounted on card with mechanical details that seem to 
refer to another locomotive photograph which has been pasted over. (See Appendix 3.) 

It is hard to be absolutely certain, but I think a number of the 118 photos probably show them 
with black edging along the rivetted edging strips, even though they still have Cudworth 
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boilers. In other words, they follow the Later Ashford Schematic described for the Dover Mails 
later on. 

Here is No.232 built 1866 by Dubs: 

  
Whether there is black edging rather depends on where you look. Overall, I think not. 
However, later on No.232 was named Joan of Arc, and – according to Bradley – used for the 
Cannon Street – Charing Cross shuttle during Mansell’s time as superintendent. 

 
By this stage in its life, the tender appears to have black edging, and probably but not 
certainly the side-plate. 

In a photo of No.185, the 
Vulcan Foundry plate is 
fixed to the front splasher. 
This is the first 118 from 
Vulcan, and at the time of 
the photo has the Stirling 
boiler. The left small print is 
probably “NEAR” because 
if it was No.XX it should be 
a 3 digit works number 
(437-448). The right small 
print is “1860”.
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The Cudworth goods 

This was an 0-6-0 (there had also been some 2-4-0s previously) and although only four were 
built to start with (Nos.171-4 entering service 1856), so successful were they that many more 
were built with only minor modifications up until 1876. They had the hallmark brightwork of all 
early locomotives: safety valve, dome and the three cladding rings as well as the driving-
wheel outside cranks and the ends of the coupling rods. The photograph of the first, No.171 
(below), has no apparent lining, and nor has the only other photo of this batch, No.173. They 
have been used as evidence that the goods locomotives were not lined. However, No.171 
has clear evidence of rust and, more than that, the smokebox is not original and therefore 
probably not the boiler either. The originals had a horizontally hinged door. 

 
The photo of No.127, below, entering service in 1863 shows the horizontal hinge well. Note 
too that the handrail is split into three to clear the door. It is clearly fully lined. 

 
 
Opposite is a heavily zoomed detail from a 
coloured lithograph of Charing Cross in 
1865, originally held by the Science 
Museum Library. In Peter Tangye’s 
compilation of ‘livery’ sources he 
suggested that it resembles a 118 class. A 
passenger class would be logical, but for 
the following reasons, this is a goods 
locomotive. Heavily zoomed, the details of 
brass firebox cladding ring, brass safety 
valve (almost obscured by the spectacle 
plate), brass dome and a possible glint of copper on the chimney suggest that the artist 
would have painted the high brass rim around the front driver if he had been looking at a 
passenger class. Even if it could be proved not to be a goods, note that the rear of the tender 
has scalloped panelling but neither the letters S E R nor a cast number-plate. 
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My assessment is that all the goods locomotives were originally turned out as smartly as any 
other Cudworth locomotives and they were fully lined. This was essential if the SER was to 
show the world (and its journalists) that its locomotives were smart and modern, unlike the 
LC&DR which was fast becoming a serious rival but had a rag-bag of second hand 
locomotives. 

When the older locomotives of the goods series were nearing the end of their useful life, their 
drivers and firemen still took pride in polishing up the brightwork, but the lining was rubbed off 
by regular cleaning, and may not been renewed at the last service return to Ashford. This 
conjecture is supported by this later photo of the No.127.  

Its reboilering took place in 1886 (seen in this photo which has the side-hinged smokebox 
door), long after Stirling had taken over and was busy replacing the Cudworths with his own 
O class. Increase in goods traffic and the poor performance of the 1878-9 Os (probably to 
Stirling’s embarrassment) meant that Cudworth’s goods remained in service well into the 
1890s and a few into the early 1900s. Their drivers may well have chuckled at the problems 
their colleagues had with the Os. 

To return to new Cudworth goods and the earlier photo of No.127. 

No.127 has the full brightwork but despite being got up (to show off Mr Mansell’s wooden 
disc wheels and hopefully – for him – to increase his patent income) appears not to have a 
copper chimney-top. Indeed, I don’t know of a single goods photo showing otherwise. 
No.127’s side-plate probably has black infill between the scalloped pale lines. It also has a 
fine pale line a short distance away from the plate edges. The more I zoom, the less I can 
believe that there is black infill between the line and the edge. On the tender, I would say the 
vertical lap plates are painted black, but it’s nowhere else, not even between the scalloped 
lines (although the Charing Cross artist has shown black infill). No.7 in the photo below is the 
same on the tender, but there is no black between the locomotive side plate scallops. 

 
Based on the above, the following is what I shall call the 1860s Goods Schematic . It is in 
two versions to reflect the evidence. The modeller may infill the locomotive scalloped lines 
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black – to taste or your interpretation of a photograph. But be guided by the date you have in 
mind: based on photos of other classes of locomotive, the later the more likely the black infill. 

 
Sometime, probably in the late 1860s, side returns began to be attached to the spectacle 
plate, as with other Cudworth classes. There is no sign that the goods returns were lined so 
that a modeller can make up their own mind based on the Schematic they are using and on 
what I have written on other locomotives’ returns further on. 

Full cabs with the sides curved over to make a roof (and therefore not unlike Stirling’s cabs) 
were fitted to some of the goods, possibly by Mansell. These should have a single pale line 
just inside the edge all the way round. No scalloped rectangles and no black infill to the edge. 
There is a single edging line around both locomotive and tender frames. In the known photos, 
none show black between frame edge and line.
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The Dover Mails 

From a construction point of view they had many similarities with the Ashford Little Mails but 
were larger and more powerful, presumably with the planned hilly Orpington and Sevenoaks 
cut-off line in mind. Initially, there were ten, entering service1861-2, not long after the first 
118s. 

There are no known photos of the 
first two built at Ashford. The 
earliest dateable photo is of the 
Vulcan-built No.199 at the 
Staplehurst accident (the train 
carrying Charles Dickens and his 
mistress). This hugely zoomed 
detail is poor, but shows that at this 
date (1865) the spectacle plate is 
rectangular with rounded top 
corners and no side-returns. It is 
possible to make out a numberplate on the tender rear (see the Hastings Class discussion 
earlier) above the rear toolbox. The gleam on the chimney top suggests copper. 

Another photo of No.199 (taken after c.1869 and possibly much later) shows it with cab side-
returns and an experimental roof, a variant of the type seen earlier on 118 class No.130.  

The painting of the sandbox under the dome appears to have black edging separated from 
the green body colour by a scalloped pale line. The lower sandbox and ‘cab’ have black 
edges lined pale without scallops. Whether there is any black infill on cab side-plate and 
tender is arguable. 

Apart from previous colour pictures, there is an important source, a painting by Howard 
Geach, c1865, The Boat Train, South Eastern Railway, Dover Harbour. It was in the 
collection of Rixon Bucknall, and is reproduced in his book Boat Trains and Channel Packets 
(7). Although it is possible through online searches to find details of other Geach paintings, 
there is no record of this one. The following detail is from the book’s frontispiece, which is 
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why the quality here, enlarged more than twice, is poor. This is tantalising because it would 
be very helpful to have access to the original. 

The painting confirms a green colour, not one that I would call ‘dark’, and it seems to be 
taken up on to the sandbox below the brass dome. The spectacle glasses appear to be 
edged brass and the chimney is copper capped. The buffer beam is bright red, possibly the 
same as the signal, and probably a little darker than the outside framing. The buffers are 
shown edged in black, and the lamps are definitely black at this period. 

In the book, Bucknall makes reference to a number of other railway oil-paintings in his 
collection. With so very little information, I have been unable to track any down. 
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Ashford built six more of these locomotives from late 1865, and No.2 is of interest because 
there are three known photos showing different stages of its evolution. The earliest is below 
and both here and when zoomed, there appears to be both black edging and infill. 

 
This is clearer in the later two photos, and can be seen in other photos of the Mail, all when 
they have had cab side-returns fitted. It is not possible to date them with any accuracy, as 
with the 118s with side-returns, but probably after 1870. 

So from this approximate date, we have what I shall call for reasons which will become 
clearer, the Late Cudworth Schematic. It is almost the same as the Goods Schematic version 
2. 

 

 

Note 1:  This style probably came into use no earlier than on the later Ashford series and 
possibly later still. 

Note 2:  The Schematic can be the basis for lining passenger tender locomotives after c1870 
but only in conjunction with photos. For example, tenders may be divided into two or three 
panels for painting. 
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Although the body colour was green, one may have been exceptionally painted blue. An 
article in The Railway Magazine, Vol. 21, July - Dec 1907, pp. 428-9, Cudworth's Famous 
Singles on the SER by "J P" seems mainly to be based on photos. “J P” states that No 81 
[one of the Ashford 1866 builds] was painted blue for a time, named "Flying Dutchman" and 
was used for Royal trains. I know of no confirmation. 

The following two photos are of my own 7mm model of a Dover Mail, awaiting number-plate. 
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The Well Tanks 

Modeller historians of later years may be surprised by how few tank engines the SER 
possessed until the Stirling era. They should remember that apart from the growth of suburbs 
towards Greenwich, and west and southwest along GWR and LSWR lines, the south was still 
largely agricultural except for specific towns such as Croydon. There were early tank 
locomotives rebuilt from earlier tender locomotives, and these are covered by Don Bradley 
grouped as Swallowtails on p.68 of the 2nd Edition. They would make tiny but sprightly little 
models with a haycock firebox dwarfing the tiny boiler. Two photos exist showing front and 
rear, and a drawing. None give any help on lining, so choose an early Schematic. 

The first ‘modern’ tanks by Cudworth were the round dozen of the 0-4-2 205 class, two built 
at Ashford and ten by the Avonside Engineering Company. They entered service in 1864 
roughly at the same time as the Dover Mails, and worked suburban services plus the Charing 
Cross-Cannon Street shuttle. 

 

All the expected brightwork is there, the three brass cladding rings, dome and brass around 
the driving wheel covers. The coupling rod has been polished, and possibly the cranks. 
According to Bradley, two Ashford built locomotives, Nos.12 and 16 had copper-topped built-
up chimneys, but the Avonsides had the stove-pipe chimney of this and other photos. 

The lining appears not to have black edging or infill (whether in high zoom or not) and I 
suggest modellers should follow the Early Ashford Schematic. As with the Hastings class, I 
would advise painting the compensation beam body green. A line can be seen following the 
inside and outside faces of the front and rear spectacle plates. 

With growing suburbs, larger well tanks were ordered from Brassy & Co. with a rear bogie. 
Even so, they only totalled seven. Whereas all the photos of the previous well tanks show 
them without vacuum braking, most of those of 0-4-4s have them, dating them to c1880 or 
later. (The SER was not unusual with regard to continuous brakes.) 
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Here, No.236 looks rather dowdy, although I think it has the usual brightwork, except for the 
iron cap of the chimney. Some attempt has been made to keep the coupling rod polished, or 
it may just be seepage of oil from the bearings which stops it from tarnishing. Is the fireman 
tired, or fed up being teamed with a lazy driver? 

Zooming suggests that the Early Ashford Schematic applies. A pale line has been taken 
around the side plate just inside the beading. What could appear to be black lines either side 
of the access cutaway are shadows from two vertical handrails. The bogie would be a fun 
build for a modeller who likes a challenge. I guess that the bogie compensation beam would 
be red-brown to match the outside frames. 

Another photo showing the opposite side of No.236 and also with the simple vacuum 
apparatus and possibly the same crew, has different lining but still basically Early Ashford. 
The side plate has no beading line, and the panel behind the cutaway has been divided into 
three scalloped panels like a tender. I wish I could work out which variant came first. 

The bogie well tanks found a home on 
some of the new branch lines 
appearing in the 1880s. No.238 
opposite has been got up for the 
opening of the West Wickham branch 
in 1882. The line following the beading 
is further away from it and it now 
begins to appear that there is black 
infill between bead and line. There is 
also probably black infill to the 
scalloped decorative rectangle. It is not 
possible to be hard and fast, because 
the locomotive has been highly 
polished and the nearer of the cutaway 
vertical handrails has a reflection. The 
boiler is a Stirling type replacement 
and even the smokebox and chimney 
have been polished. Some have 
argued that the tops of driving wheel 
covers should be black, but here they 
appear to be body colour. 
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The last of Cudworth’s well tanks were a batch of six, the 73 class. They reverted to 0-4-2s 
and had a different, probably more flexible, spring arrangement with the compensation beam 
under the footplate and therefore probably frame colour. Like the previous 0-4-2s, there is no 
vacuum brake. All spent their lives working suburban services. 

 
The brightwork is the same with three cladding rings and polished dome (now on a lined 
sandbox. Only the ends of the coupling rod appear to be polished steel. 

The lining appears to be Early Ashford Schematic, but while the edging line follows the 
beading at the front, behind the access cutaway there is an outer rectangle and a single 
horizontal line below the flare which follows the Early Ashford Schematic as applied to a 
tender. More easily seen in zoom, there is lining inside the ‘cab’ on sides and bunker front. 

I wonder if by now a directive on how to line had gone out. My eye was drawn to an apparent 
ambiguity in the curves above the cranks as – at a glance – they seem to be covers added 
over a flat running plate. This of course is absurd. Either the cranks clear the running plate or 
they foul it. The explanation is clear in zoom. The running plate does indeed rise high enough 
to clear the cranks, and the horizontal line is actually the top of the external frame beading. 
Between beading and running plate the 
vertical upward arc of the external frame has 
been painted and a pale line taken around it, 
the bottom horizontal being directly against 
the beading. Note that the front rod from 
axlebox up to spring must joggle behind the plate where it meets the beading. (Whether the 
rod above the running plate is body green or black is an open question.) 
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Miscellaneous Locomotives 

In the gap between Cudworth and Stirling, 20 originally unsuccessful Ironclad 2-4-0s, three 
Folkestone Harbour tanks, nine Gunboat suburban tank 0-4-4s and three goods locomotives 
were added to stock. They all seemed to have been painted green body colour with red-
brown frames. 

There are only a couple of photos of the original Ironclads with domed boiler. The clear photo 
is a works shot and the lining is not the same as in the (poor) photo of No.259. Insofar as it 
can be made out, I suggest that it is Early Ashford Schematic, at least on the tender. All the 
other photos show them with Stirling domeless boilers. However, a printed description from 
1896 (to be found in Part 2 (Pages 13-15) confirms that they always had a green body and 
the black and white lining that goes with it. 

There are a few good photos of Mansell’s tanks, enough to show that they too were Early 
Ashford Schematic with no black infill to the scalloped decoration. However, their tanks have 
the tops curved at the front to meet the tank front plates. Logically this means that where the 
top black paint meets the pale dividing line, it must be continued around all the edging on the 
front of the tanks and this appears to be the case. However, the photos do not show any 
edging on the sides. 

The photos of the Folkestone Harbour tanks show No.154 with a highly polished dome and 
cast iron built-up chimney and No.152 with a dome probably painted green and stovepipe 
chimney. This suggests the use of cast-off components which – as we have seen – 
happened a lot. Both have painted Ramsbottom safety valves. 

The Gunboats had polished brass domes and brass early pattern spring-balance safety- 
valves, spoilt (perhaps) by utilitarian stove-pipe chimneys. 

There seems to be only one photo of the Goods, No.59, later on in its life with a Stirling 
boiler. The photographic quality is poor, but I suggest that it too is Early Ashford Schematic. 
The side-plate scalloped rectangles are possibly infilled black. Historical modellers should 
remember that this is really a later Cudworth goods and it only looks so different because of 
the added cab and Stirling boiler. 

In summary, Watkin and Mansell locomotives continued with green bodies and lining in 
versions of the Ashford Schematics throughout the Stirling period. 
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Appendix 1: Note re 118 class No.222  

The photo was almost certainly taken at the Vulcan works. Not only does it seem impossible 
to find a South Eastern location but the source of this copy is mounted on card with many 
hand-written dimensions and working details including the track gauge, suggesting it may 
have been one of many similar cards sent out by the Vulcan sales clerk across the world. 
However, there are interesting discrepancies, especially the works number given as 370. The 
photo of 222 has been stuck over another photo (look at the top edge) which may have been 
of an earlier Vulcan locomotive because the total weight of loco and tender is given as 39ton 
3cwt, which suggests a smaller engine. Don Bradley gives the Ashford series weight as 51 
tons and a later hand has put a query against the weight on the card, which has been 
initialled NW for Norman Wakeman. The date under the photo – presumably of the 
locomotive leaving the works for Ashford is January 1867. 

I am doubtful whether this is admissible evidence for the lining of Cudworth locomotives in 
1867. 
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